fast and seamless integration for the largest data sets

AND RELATIVITY
REVIEW FASTER
In the time it takes other technologies to evaluate how much case data you
have, Nuix and Relativity make all relevant evidence available for review. This
enables you to meet court, regulator and client deadlines, making fact-based
decisions from the outset and maintain a leading edge throughout litigation.

Nuix finds and directly indexes the
contents of more than 400 file formats
and storage containers including:

Nuix and Relativity combine to make it easy for you to process, investigate, cull and
transfer selected data into Relativity databases for review. Deep integration between
Nuix and Relativity eliminates any concern about load file configuration or other
compatibility issues.

• Forensic images

• Powered by the Nuix Engine. Nuix’s patented parallel processing engine can index
virtually unlimited volumes of unstructured data faster than any other technology.

• Microsoft Exchange, Lotus Notes
and other email databases

• Ingest everything, even the most difficult data. Nuix indexes the complex data
sources everyone else ignores because they are “too hard.”

• Microsoft SharePoint

• Work with data in place and on site. Nuix applications are highly portable, so you
can deploy them behind the firewall without complex installation procedures or
expensive software dependencies, and start processing within minutes.
• More ways to work with your data. Nuix eDiscovery helps you cull, investigate and
cross-reference data using techniques including auto-classification, deduplication,
near-duplicate management, integrated optical character recognition, interactive
graphics and visual analytics.
• Deliver consistent results at a lower cost. The Nuix Director web application enables
your most skilled eDiscovery practitioners to codify their knowledge into templates and
workflows for others to use. Employees with minimal training can complete difficult
eDiscovery tasks and achieve consistent, audited and defensible results.

• Hard drives and flash memory
devices
• File shares
• Mobile devices

• EMC EmailXtender, Symantec
Enterprise Vault and other
email archives
• Cloud services including Amazon
S3 Buckets, Microsoft Office 365
email* and Microsoft SharePoint.
* Available with the Email Archive Examiner option.

ABOUT NUIX
“We’re very excited to partner with Nuix. Nuix is a leader in the
eDiscovery space, and their constant focus on innovation makes
their technology a great fit for Relativity and our clients.”
Andrew Sieja – President and CEO, kCura

“Relativity is a premier eDiscovery platform, and the
combination of Relativity and Nuix is a great solution for
major litigation service providers.”
Eddie Sheehy – CEO, Nuix

Nuix enables people to make fact-based decisions
from unstructured data. The patented Nuix Engine
makes small work of large and complex humangenerated data sets. Organizations around the
world turn to Nuix software when they need
fast, accurate answers for digital investigation,
cybersecurity, eDiscovery, information governance,
email migration, privacy and more.
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